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LETTER OF INTENT 

 
March 12, 2014 
 
Matt Chasansky 
Manager of Art & Cultural Services 
City of Boulder 
c/o Finance Department/Purchasing Division 
1777 Broadway 
PO Box 791 
Boulder, Colorado 80306 
 
 
Dear Matt, 
 

Corona Insights is pleased to present this statement of qualifications (RFP NO. 18-2014) to engage with 

the City of Boulder in creating a Community Cultural Plan. The timing is opportune to assist you in this 

effort as we recently completed the very successful cultural planning process for Denver entitled IMAGINE 

2020. We are committed to bringing the same successful process and result to Boulder.   

We understand Boulder seeks a consulting partner to lead the research, community engagement, public 

communications, strategic consulting, plan creation and approval process. Corona’s high level of repeat and 

referral business over 15 years in business speaks for itself. Clients enjoy working with us and rely on Corona 

for excellent project management and customer service. Our team combines subject matter expertise with 

passion for culture and love for our work.  

Corona’s team is available and ready to go.  It includes: Karla Raines (Project Lead, Chief Strategist and 

Planner), David Kennedy (Research Lead), Pauline Herrera Serianni - sub-contractor (Public Engagement and 

Communications Lead, Assistant Project Manager), Kate Darwent, PhD (Research Associate and Project 

Staff) and Matt Bruce (Research Associate and Project Staff).   

Thank you for the opportunity to submit our qualifications. If you need anything else, please don’t 

hesitate to contact me at 303-894-8246 or at karla@coronainsights.com.  

Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Karla Raines 
Principal 
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NARRATIVE 

A strategic planner is a bit like an architect; one must consider form and function. When Corona designs a 

strategic planning process we consider the desired outcomes to be achieved in two areas:  the process and the 

product.  

The process includes the nature, extent and ends to achieve on the “people” side of strategic planning. By 

nature, strategy development is a process of co-creation between the client and the consultant.  Every process 

is unique and each requires alterations to the approach and tasks along the way as new findings and 

opportunities arise. The need for just-in-time adjustments is most evident in a cultural planning process. 

Why? A cultural planning process brings another dimension to strategic planning - public engagement - 

including public officials, the general public and numerous stakeholders.  

The product is the strategic plan document. It is created from a set of strategic decisions articulated in 

statements of vision, goals and priorities and embodied through strong design and an eloquent story 

describing the need for the plan and its future intentions.  City governments must ensure these decisions are 

data-driven and reflective of the broader community as accountability for the plan and its results will be 

paramount.  

The City of Boulder will be best served by hiring a consulting firm with strategic acumen, experience with 

real-time collaboration and process adjustments, as well as the “functional” areas of expertise in research, 

meeting facilitation, community engagement, communications, and project management. Corona sets a high 

standard for data-driven strategies and plans. 

Through its plan-to-plan work, the City of Boulder has begun to shape the process design. As this chart 

illustrates, Boulder’s Community Cultural Plan will aim to achieve the community’s vision while it aligns with 

three city-wide priorities. Five possible focus areas will guide strategic analysis, research, engagement and 

visioning. City government is especially interested in knowing what it needs to do to make the community 

vision a reality. 

Cultural Plan: Aligning City Priorities, Strategic Plan Focus Areas and the Community’s Vision 

Community vision for culture and creative sector 
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What the City of Boulder can do to support achievement of the community’s vision 

City-wide 

priorities 

1) Sustainable and resilient 

practices 

2) Encourage diversity 3) Promote success of 

Boulder communities 

 

Corona’s proposed approach builds upon the four phase process envisioned by the city. 
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PHASE ONE: CREATE THE STRATEGIC STRUCTURE 

In addition to the tasks listed in the RFQ - rescoping, form a steering committee, build a work plan and 

develop contact lists - we need to define what we mean by “culture” and “creative sector” to ensure we 

have clearly outlined the plan’s scope.  This will guide our work throughout the process. 

Corona believes it would be beneficial to conduct a stakeholder analysis to ensure the client/consultant 

team is clear about the various stakeholders to involve, when and in what manner(s). Possible stakeholder 

categories include: residents, other city departments, foundations/philanthropy, education, arts/cultural 

institutions, University of Colorado, creative sector, the broader business community (including real estate 

developers), neighborhood associations, civic and community groups, chambers and associations.   

A steering committee or leadership team should be recruited and seated early in the process. Boulder 

and Corona will need to determine if the group is charged with stewarding the process, offering 

recommendations or  making decisions.   

We will quickly ascertain the scope and availability of existing data for use in Phase Two- Research.  

We are particularly interested to learn what data is available about the general public, cultural consumers and 

creative sector as this will inform use of additional market research methodologies. This analysis will guide the 

design of the remaining phases and ensure key stakeholders are engaged at the optimal times and in the most 

effective manners to achieve both the process community engagement and research goals.   

The City and Corona also need to determine the timeframe of the plan as that will have implications for 

the vision, goals and priorities.  Lastly, the communication plan and strategies need to be created early to 

allow consistent implementation throughout the process. The City will need to decide if it wants a separate 

brand for this plan and the extent to which it wants to leverage existing websites and communication 

channels or use new ones, such as a microsite. 

PHASE TWO: RESEARCH 

A cornerstone of strategic planning is the environmental scan.  Corona envisions a four-part research 

phase designed to assess the current state of cultural vibrancy and creative sector development in the City of 

Boulder, forecast what the future will likely hold and learn from other cities.  We will use the five focus areas 

to frame the work, analysis and reporting 

SITUATION ANALYSIS 

We begin by building a baseline understanding of the current state of the City’s work to support culture 

and the creative sector. This would likely include a review of current programs, policies and resources with a 

focus on understanding strengths, weaknesses and untapped potential. Hand-in-hand with understand the 

City’s current state we also need to understand the assets and resources available from Boulder-based 

nonprofit, educational and private sector entities, as well as the county (as applicable). The data, insights and 

implications can be gathered via assimilation of existing research, document review, interviews and/or 

discussion groups with key stakeholders.  

COMMUNITY NEEDS AND DESIRES 

The five focus areas will guide the research process. Corona is well versed in the distinctions between 

public input and public research and why both are important in this cultural planning process. Public input 

processes allow interested individuals to share their opinions and perspectives, and are inherently not 
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representative of the entire population, whereas public research is representative. Given the diversity of 

Boulder’s population it will be important to hear from a broad cross-section of the community. A scientific 

survey, focus groups and interviews are three research tools to consider. In combination, these methods can 

tell us “what” Boulderites think about culture and creative industries, “what” they would like to see in their 

city and “why” they think the way they do. 

Additional data sources to consider are: existing data on public participation, satisfaction and unmet 

needs. If those are not available, or are found to be lacking, then the client and consultant may engage in 

gathering original market research.  

FUTURE FORECAST 

Strategic plans are forward-looking documents and need to consider the forces, trends and conditions 

likely to shape the City of Boulder over the next five to 10 or 15 years, depending upon the plan’s timeframe.  

We will explore topics such as sustainability, redevelopment, population changes, technology and other salient 

topics. 

BENCHMARK ANALYSIS 

When a city considers its aspirations for the future it can find it helpful to look at aspirational or 

benchmark communities. Corona will work with Boulder to identify relevant cities with cultural plans that 

can inform Boulder’s plan and approach.  (Note - this task may be better suited under Phase One.) 

TELLING THE STORY 

Our final task in Phase 2 is to tell the story of the “current state” of Boulder’s cultural assets and creative 

sector and the factors that will likely shape the future. This may include summative lists of strengths, 

weaknesses and untapped potential in each of the five focus areas. It will also likely include emerging 

aspirations for the future.   

PHASE THREE: DRAFTING THE PLAN 

By Phase Three the consultant and client will be ready to gather the community’s vision. Input and 

research gathered during Phases One and Two will likely reveal numerous sets of aspirations for the future.  

It may be possible to “test” a few different vision statements to determine which one best captures the 

collective vision. As we gather input on vision we may also seek to hear the public’s input on possible 

goals and priorities. 

The process of writing a cultural plan is iterative. First, we will determine the main sections and 

content to include, and then begin the task of writing the plan. A first draft plan could be informed by plan 

review sessions with key stakeholders as well as the community’s input on vision and priorities. Additionally, 

draft plan documents can be made available for public comment online and via town hall meetings.   

PHASE FOUR: ADOPTION OF THE COMMUNITY CULTURAL PLAN 

The final phase of work entails creation of a polished final document. If the City elects to hire a 

designer to create a visually appealing version of the plan then a design firm would be retained at this time. 

Boulder’s new Community Cultural Plan will go through the requisite approval process for a document 

of its stature and significance.   
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EXPERIENCE DESCRIPTION 

Corona’s most relevant, and recent, experience is on IMAGINE 2020 (www.imaginedenver2020.org)  

 

 

 
 
 
 

BACKGROUND 

The process to create the cultural plan was divided into two parts, with the first focused on designing the 

planning process and the second on implementing the process and developing the cultural plan. Cultural 

planning began in the summer of 2012 and wrapped up in early March 2014.  Key client contacts included: 

Denver Arts & Venues (A&V) and the Denver Commission on Cultural Affairs (DCCA). 

PRE-PLANNING 

Pre-planning occurred during the summer of 2012. Staff and commissioners reviewed cultural planning 

documents from other cities including Minneapolis, Phoenix, Austin, Chicago, Toronto and London. This 

research, along with facilitation led by Corona Insights, resulted in the Cultural Plan Blueprint document.  

The blueprint outlined the possible elements, ideas and approaches to guide the cultural planning process. 

Pre-planning also laid the groundwork in identifying possible areas of focus for the cultural plan.  

CULTURAL PLANNING 

PHASE 1 - SITUATION ANALYSIS 

The Situation Analysis was designed to provide a thorough understanding of arts, culture and creativity in 

Denver at the beginning of the cultural planning process. It painted a picture of Denver’s strengths, 

challenges, and untapped potential in early 2013, as well as the specific role A&V plays in the arts ecosystem. 

This analysis also placed the city in the broader context of arts and culture regionally and nationally.  It 

summarized relevant secondary data from twenty-four (24) sources, interviews with eight (8) community 

leaders, and a focus group with managers at A&V.   

PHASE 2 - PUBLIC INPUT AND ENGAGEMENT 

To ensure the cultural planning process was inclusive, creative and data-driven, the public input and 

engagement components were designed to reach the “nooks and crannies” of Denver as requested by the 

Mayor. As the Project Team began to gather public input, it became clear that while the number of people 

reached was substantive (at more than 2,000 by the end of June 2013) the engagement and outreach strategies 

had not garnered input from a broad cross-section of Denver. In fact, the audiences reached to date were 

primarily White/Caucasian residents who were already involved in arts, culture and creativity in some fashion. 

www.imaginedenver2020.org
http://www.imaginedenver2020.org/
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As such, the process had not yet reached beyond the “usual suspects” into the “nooks and crannies” of 

Denver to represent the true diversity of our community. Additionally, input received to date from 

communities of color indicated there were issues of access and inclusion that warranted further exploration. 

These realizations caused the Project Team to take stock of the process and determine what else was 

needed to ensure they achieved their commitment to provide a data-driven and inclusive process. It was 

decided that the city would undertake a statistically valid survey of the general public to augment the input 

gathered through online and in-person engagement efforts. (Note - the public input tools could not provide 

statistically valid data that represented the larger population of Denverites as the tools were taken voluntarily 

by interested individuals.)   

A scientific public survey was conducted via telephone with more than 800 Denver residents in the late 

summer and early fall of 2013 in parallel with the second round of community input gathered from the 

website and in-person outreach activities. The survey over-sampled African Americans and Hispanics in an 

effort to further understand commonalities and differences among key communities in their desire for, 

evaluation of and experience with arts, culture and creativity in Denver. The findings from the survey 

validated the input received from the public and provide a baseline from which the city can measure progress 

and results by 2020.  

PHASE 3 - STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS 

The cultural planning process began by asking a seminal question: 

“What do you imagine for arts, culture and creativity in Denver by 2020?”  

Answers to that question were provided through the public input and engagement methods described in 

Phase 2 above.  In June 2013, the first phase of public input was completed and the consultants summarized 

the key findings and insights gathered to date from all sources including:  public input forums and tools, 

Stakeholder Leadership Group convening #1, and the Situation Analysis report.   

This input shaped the initial version of the seven-part collective vision as well as the recommended goals 

and strategies for IMAGINE 2020. During the summer and fall of 2013, those aspirations and priorities were 

further vetted with and improved upon through input received from the Stakeholder Leadership Group, 

community input tools, scientific public survey, listening sessions, open houses and strategy focus groups.   

PHASE 4 - DRAFT CULTURAL PLAN 

During October 2013, the consultants turned their attention to writing the draft version of this plan in 

preparation for public input in November. The plan format was agreed to by the staff and consultants based 

upon their review of other cities’ cultural plans and what would work best for Denver, and the overall 

structure of this final plan is reflective of those choices.   

PHASE 5 – CALLS FOR ENDORSEMENT OF THE DRAFT PLAN 

During November and December of 2013, the call for endorsement of the plan and its strategies went 

out to several groups of people. The general public was invited to endorse the cultural plan and its strategies 

in person at a public meeting held at the McNichols Building on November 4th during Denver Arts Week or 
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online using the ImagineDenver2020.org website.  Invitations to provide input on the cultural plan were 

publicized on Channel 8 and the A&V weekly newsletter, The Link.  

On November 21st, 2013, the DCCA was presented with the plan and its strategies, and asked to indicate 

which strategies they thought were most important for the plan. At the end of the meeting, the DCCA 

provided unanimous endorsement of the plan. On December 13th, 2013, the Stakeholder Leadership Group 

was presented with the plan and its strategies. They identified the Top 10 priorities and formally endorsed the 

plan. 

PHASE 6 - FINALIZE THE CULTURAL PLAN 

The final version of the cultural plan was written in December 2013. This document was used to create a 

visually appealing version of the plan for use with external stakeholders, such as the general public.   

PHASE 7 - MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL APPROVAL 

The cultural plan was approved by Denver Mayor Michael B. Hancock and Denver City Council during 

the first quarter of 2014.  

PHASE 8 - COMMUNITY CELEBRATION 

The community celebration of the Denver cultural plan was held the week of March 3, 2014. The final 

plan has been shared electronically through the ImagineDenver2020.org website and in-person at the 

McNichols Building.   

CITY OF LOVELAND 

In 2011, the City of Loveland, CO was considering embarking on rebranding, but first needed to 

understand the current state of the brand including how the many stakeholder groups perceived the City.  By 

understanding current perceptions, the City could better develop a strategy to move the brand forward. Since 

a brand is comprised of the perceptions of many audiences, Corona developed a research plan to gather input 

from each group based on the size of the group, type of information needed, and overall feasibility. Corona 

utilized several methodologies including telephone surveys, online surveys, and in-depth interviews to collect 

input.  While results were reported for each audience, Corona provided a summary that included Loveland’s 

overall uniqueness, attributes, core values, and type of brand.  Brand assets, challenges, and recommendations 

were also provided.   

MILE HIGH UNITED WAY 

In July 2010, the Mile High United Way Board of Trustees set an organizational goal of the development 
of a three-year strategic plan.  That fall, Mile High United Way retained with Corona Insights to steward the 
strategic planning process.  The process was led by a Strategic Planning Task Force comprised of 
representatives from the Mile High United Way Board, volunteers and management.  Over an eight month 
period, the Task Force looked internally at Mile High United Way today and at the external environment to 
understand the trends that may affect the organization.   

More specifically the process included: an online questionnaire to gather input from United Way Board 
and staff regarding mission, vision, values, factors to consider in the external environment and possible 
measures of success; in-depth interviews with senior staff on current operations; and an analysis of internal 
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data and discussion on areas where the organization is highly relevant today and opportunities for possible 
reinvention or refinement.  In addition, research on the external environment including current trends, future 
forecasts and implications was conducted in a collaborative manner with committee participation. 

Focus groups were held with over 150 individuals from a cross-section of the community. This process 
resulted in the development of a new mission, vision and set of values for the organization.  It also defined 
Mile High United Way’s “sweet spot” – their niche in the community, role, customers and unique advantage, 
resulting in Mile High United Way’s future operating strategy. The final version of the Mile High United Way 
Plan is available via their website.  

SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL FACILITIES DISTRICT 

Corona Insights facilitated the annual board retreat and planning sessions for the SCFD, a special taxing 

district in the State of Colorado, from 2008 through 2011. SCFD, which is funds the scientific and cultural 

organizations in the seven-county area, calls upon Corona each year because of their commitment to quality, 

strategic thinking, and ability to untapped potential that will lead to organizational sustainability.  

Corona has been retained once again to facilitate a variety of meeting for SCFD in 2014 as the district 

prepares for reauthorization.  Karla will facilitate meetings with the Tier II working group, a task force and 

the full board of directors. 

CHILDREN’S MUSEUM OF DENVER 

Corona Insights was retained by the Children's Museum of Denver in 2008 to conduct market research in 

order to better understand perceptions of the Museum by both current patrons and the greater 

community.  In order to achieve these goals, Corona conducted surveys with members, former members, 

visitors, and parents in the community.  In addition, the research team conducted a detailed demographic 

analysis of parents in the Denver metro area that utilized GIS mapping to give the Museum a better 

understanding of the characteristics of parents in the metro that might be interested in visiting the 

Museum.  This information was used by the Museum as part of their own internal strategic planning process 

that included a number of specific steps as a result of Corona’s research. 

In 2010, Corona was again retained to conduct a follow-up study to the 2008 project.  This follow-up 

study included online surveys of the general public and “friends of” the Museum, including members and 

other individuals who had an existing relationship with the Museum.  This study focused more specifically on 

features of the Children’s Museum in order to directly guide the Museum’s future expansion plans.  

  

http://www.unitedwaydenver.org/atf/cf/%7B3dacccd6-69ec-46f2-b50d-d62a051f6941%7D/MILEHIGHUW_2011%20STRATEGIC%20PLAN_EXT.PDF
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A SAMPLE OF OUR PAST AND CURRENT CUSTOMERS 

Arts and Culture 

 Bravo! Vail 

 Children’s Museum of Denver 

 Cherry Creek Arts Festival 

 Colorado Symphony Orchestra 

 Denver Center for the Performing Arts 

 Scientific and Cultural Facilities District 

 Denver Film Society 

 Denver Museum of Nature and Science 

 Denver Office of Cultural Affairs 

 National Repertory Orchestra 

 

Colorado Municipalities 

 Aurora – water usage research 

 Commerce City – needs assessments 

 Denver - cultural planning 

 Fort Collins – transportation assessment 

 Loveland – branding research 

 Lyons – parks and recreation research 

 Superior – parks and recreation research 

 

Boulder Area Clients 

 Boulder Community Hospital 

 University of Colorado Museum of Natural History 

 Boulder County Open Space  
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EXPERIENCE ROSTER 

KARLA RAINES 

Karla Raines, Principal, is sought after for her strategic acumen, leadership 

skills, and ability to create custom solutions that release untapped potential. 

She specializes in strategy development and implementation. Karla brings a 

deep commitment to helping customers build and act on strategies that work. 

A skilled associative thinker, Karla is adept at creating breakthrough ideas and 

new ways of looking at existing issues. She engages customers through original 

insights backed up by research. Recognizing that strategy development and 

execution is an ongoing and iterative process, Karla serves as a sounding board, strategy partner and of 

counsel strategist to organizational leadership. 

With two decades of experience in Colorado’s social sector, Karla has assisted over 100 organizations 

ranging in size, scope and industry, including: the Scientific and Cultural Facilities District, Bravo! Vail, 

National Repertory Orchestra, Denver Arts & Venues, Colorado Symphony Orchestra, The Women’s 

Foundation of Colorado, Mile High United Way, Early Childhood Leadership Commission (Lt. Governor’s 

Office), the University of Denver Sturm College of Law, and the Colorado Air Quality Control Commission. 

A graduate of Leadership Denver, Karla has led workshops and presentations to the Colorado 

Association of Funders, Colorado Nonprofit Association, Colorado Business Committee of the Arts, and 

Metro Volunteers. She has served on the Advisory Board for the CU Center for Women’s Health Research 

(Chair of the 2011 Annual Community Luncheon) and the Leadership Advisory Board for the Colorado 

Nonprofit Association. Previously, Karla served on the Board of Directors of Curious Theatre Company, one 

of Denver’s premier mid-size professional theatres.  

Karla holds an MBA from the University of Texas at Austin and a BS in Industrial Engineering from 

Iowa State University. 

In 2013, Karla launched Karlagirl Studios to sell her original acrylic paintings and hand sewn fashion 

montages.  Her new art venture got off to a successful start in 2013 and is poised for continued growth in 

2014. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Karla’s Role: Overall project lead, facilitator, strategist, plan architect 

and writer 

http://www.karlagirlstudios.com/
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DAVID KENNEDY 

David Kennedy has been a member of the Corona Insights team for over 

eight years.  A mastermind of organization and planning, customers come to 

David for his ability to simplify messy questions and then systematically 

answer them.  His clear thinking and attention to detail will put your mind at 

ease.  David has worked in many areas of research, from qualitative to 

quantitative, from traditional methods to the latest in online research 

tools.  His passion for market research lies not only in identifying answers to 

his customers’ questions, but providing answers that can lead to action.   David serves as the firm’s lead on 

brand research, satisfaction and “voice of the customer” research, and many of our other projects that 

involve community input.  

David has worked with dozens of organizations and government agencies to understand their constituent 

needs.  The insights gained have informed branding, new services, and strategic plans.  Specific engagements 

include: research to understand the state of our cities and towns via input from town managers for the 

Colorado Municipal League; citizen satisfaction research for Montrose County, CO; and voter priorities by 

region for CDOT.  David also led the brand research for the City of Loveland (noted above) including 

community polls and research within the art tourism market.  Most recently David conducted research for a 

national member organization, the American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine.  Research involved 

member feedback and board input, as well as external audiences such as general practice veterinarians and the 

general pet owning public.   

Outside of normal work, David has served on several professional boards including AD2 Denver, a 

young professionals group of marketers and advertisers.  In 2009-2010, he co-chaired the public service 

committee, leading an integrated campaign for a local nonprofit valued at more than $400,000, including 

research, branding, creative, and media.  David also served on the board for the Colorado American 

Marketing Association as VP of Research in 2010-2011. 

David holds a Bachelor of Business Administration in Marketing from the University of Missouri.  David 

also holds a certificate in market research from the University of Georgia and Professional Research 

Certification (PRC) from the Marketing Research Association.  To learn more about David’s background and 

to see recommendations for David, visit his LinkedIn profile at: http://www.linkedin.com/in/davidjkennedy 

(you must log in to view recommendations). 

David’s Role: Research lead 

 

 

  

http://www.linkedin.com/in/davidjkennedy
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KATE DARWENT, PHD 

Kate Darwent, PhD, is an Associate at Corona. She has spent the past 10 

years using research to understand human thought and behavior. Her graduate 

training provided a strong foundation in research design and data analysis. In 

addition to her love of data, she also developed a love of teaching others about 

the power of using research to answer questions. One of her biggest passions 

in her work is showing people the power and utility of quality research. She 

enjoys combing through data to discover key findings and moreover, enjoys 

highlighting those key findings for others. Kate’s strengths include creative 

research design to maximize the utility of the data and data analysis.   

While at Corona Insights, Kate has worked on many different types of 

projects, including several arts-related projects. These projects include an intercept survey of art festival 

patrons about their experience at and opinions about the art festival and an arts education strategic plan. She 

was also one of the main research associates for IMAGINE 2020: Denver’s Cultural Plan. For that project 

she helped facilitate community input sessions, analyze community input, and design and analyze the public 

phone survey.  

In addition to arts-related research, Kate has also worked on several health projects, including surveys of 

health behaviors in a community, research concerning health insurance decisions, and evaluation of programs 

targeting risk behavior among teenagers. She has also worked on a few community needs assessment projects, 

both county- and state-level. 

Kate earned BAs in Psychology and French at Washington University in St. Louis.  She then completed 

an MA and PhD in Social Psychology at Ohio State University, with a minor in Quantitative Psychology.  She 

has presented her research at several national conferences and is a member of the Society for Personality and 

Social Psychology. 

Kate’s Role: Research associate and project staff 
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MATT BRUCE 

Matt Bruce is passionate about using critical thinking and creative problem 

solving to help organizations find data-driven solutions to their 

problems.  His experience working across government, non-profit, and 

higher education sectors allows him to understand customers’ opportunities, 

constraints and unique point-of-view. Matt takes a pragmatic approach to 

research, and he is particularly skilled at sampling hard-to-reach populations, 

designing surveys and crunching numbers. His reporting and presentation 

skills have helped clients easily understand research insights and implications. 

While working at Corona, Matt has led or assisted on a dozen engagements with government 

organizations such as Boulder County Open Space, Colorado State Land Board, and the Denver Public 

Library. For example, Matt directed one component of a comprehensive public health needs assessment in 

Grand County, Colorado, where he worked with stakeholders to gather feedback from public health care 

professionals. His final report emphasized the perceived availability and quality of various health care aspects 

in that community, and the project findings complemented other public opinion and key stakeholder research 

that Corona conducted to help Grand County improve public health services.   

Matt has also completed research for many non-profits such as the Denver Regional Council of 

Governments, Colorado Municipal League, Colorado League of Charter Schools, the New America School, 

and Mile High Connects.  He also staffed discussion groups and assisted with plan editing for IMAGINE 

2020: Denver’s Cultural Plan. 

Before joining Corona, Matt worked as an Education and Outreach Technician at Boulder County Parks 

and Open Space where he helped spearhead a community partnership by recruiting more than 20 local 

businesses, 10 schools, and 5 non-profit organizations into the program.  Matt also taught environmental and 

science education for the Denver Museum of Nature and Science and the Walking Mountain Science School. 

Matt earned a B.A. in Environmental Studies with a certificate in Leadership Studies from the University 

of Colorado, Boulder, and an M.S. in Conservation Social Sciences from the University of Idaho.   

An eleven-year resident of Boulder County, Matt is excited to help serve his community. 

Matt’s Role: Research associate and project staff 
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LIST OF PROPOSED SUB-CONSULTANTS 

PAULINE HERRERA SERIANNI 

Pauline Herrera Serianni brings 16 years combined experience in Denver’s nonprofit, 

government, and corporate sectors. Her expertise includes communications and 

marketing strategy and execution, media relations, writing and editing, program and 

event management, community relations, partnership development, and nonprofit 

management and governance. Herrera Serianni’s performance reflects strong attention 

to detail, organization, leadership and interpersonal skills, creativity, and accountability 

for results. 

From 2003 to 2011, during the Hickenlooper administration, Herrera Serianni was 

the director of communications and marketing for the Denver Office of Cultural Affairs 

(DOCA). Prior to joining the staff of DOCA, she acted as a consultant to the office managing 

Hickenlooper’s inaugural One Book, One Denver project. Previous to DOCA, Herrera Serianni was the 

director of public relations and marketing for the Museo de las Américas. She has twice consulted Denver’s 

Art District on Santa Fe.   

Herrera Serianni has been involved in numerous civic endeavors. Her activities include serving on the 

President’s Community Advisory Council of the Denver Museum of Nature and Science (DMNS), the 

Cultural Tourism Committee of Visit Denver, and the board of the Young Philanthropists Foundation (YPF). 

She is a graduate of Leadership Denver.  

In 2011, Herrera Serianni launched PaulineMarie Consulting, specializing in nonprofit arts and culture 

organizations and creative businesses. Currently, she is consulting/co-directing OhHeckYeah, an ArtPlace 

America-funded creative placemaking project happening in the Denver Theatre District summer 2014. In 

2013, Herrera Serianni joined the board of the Colorado Business Committee for the Arts (CBCA).     

Herrera Serianni received her bachelor’s degree from the University of Colorado at Boulder, with a major 

in psychology, and a master’s degree in nonprofit management, with honors, from Regis University.   

 

Pauline’s Role: Community input and communications lead, and 

assistant project manager 
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REFERENCES 

 

Ginger White, Deputy Director 

Denver Arts & Venues 

(720) 865-4314 / ginger.white@denvergov.org  

 

 

Christine Benero, Chief Executive Officer 

Mile High United Way 

(303) 561-2200 / chrsistine.benero@unitedwaydenver.org 

 

 

Dawn Putney, Owner 

Toolbox Creative 

(Lead contractor on City of Loveland branding project) 

(970) 493-5755 / dawn@toolboxcreative.com  

 

 

  

mailto:ginger.white@denvergov.org
mailto:chrsistine.benero@unitedwaydenver.org
mailto:dawn@toolboxcreative.com
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SUPPLEMENTS 

LIST OF SUPPORTERS 

Here we list a few supporters who would be willing to speak with the City of Boulder about Corona 

Insights and the company’s work. 

 

(R.) Tony Smith, Denver Commission on Cultural Affairs (co-chair) 

Cherry Creek Arts Festival 

303-355-2787 x203 / tonysmith@cherryarts.org  

 

 

Nancy Walsh, Denver Commission on Cultural Affairs (co-chair) 

Denver Museum of Nature and Science 

303-370-6307 / nancy.walsh@dmns.org  

 

 

Yolanda Ortega, Denver Commission on Cultural Affairs (and former co-chair) 

Artist  

303-912-4279 / yolio@comcast.net  

 

 

Deborah Jordy, Colorado Business Committee for the Arts 

Executive Director 

 (303) 523-9278 / djordy@cbca.org  

 

 

Peg Long, SCFD 

Executive Director 

303-860-0588 x113 / peg@scfd.org  

 

 

 

 

  

mailto:tonysmith@cherryarts.org
mailto:nancy.walsh@dmns.org
mailto:yolio@comcast.net
mailto:djordy@cbca.org
mailto:peg@scfd.org
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CORONA’S FIRM OVERVIEW 

Our founder named the company Corona because the word means “a halo of light.” It’s the knowledge 

that surrounds and illuminates an issue; exactly what we provide. 

Corona Insights serves as a resource for our customers needing to make decisions on a wide variety of 

topics.  We help our customers uncover the right answers to the questions most important to them.  Then we 

guide them to use those answers to inform their decisions and plans.  The firm’s mission is to: 

Provide accurate and unbiased information and counsel 
to decision makers. 

Corona accomplishes this mission by taking the time to understand our customers’ goals, developing a 

plan, and then executing and delivering actionable insights.  At the core of this process is Corona’s 

professional team of consultants and support staff. 

When you hire Corona, you hire smart and passionate people – we love what we do, stay abreast of 

trends in our fields, and fully engage with our customers. In essence, we’re in the business of helping our 

customers make smart decisions. Sounds simple, doesn’t it? The reality is that each customer’s needs are 

unique, so the Corona team takes our own expertise and ideas, combines them with proven approaches and 

the wise counsel of its customers, and creates a custom engagement for each one. 

Our areas of expertise create the perfect blend of research and consulting. Sometimes you need analytics 

to understand the data you have, or you might require new market research in order to answer your question. 

Perhaps you have all the data but struggle with creating a strategy for your future direction.  No matter where 

you’re starting from, we can help you move forward. 

CORONA’S CUSTOMERS 

Corona specializes in the government and nonprofit sectors and provides a variety of services to address 

our customers’ questions and provide direction.  This breadth of experience results in broad exposure to 

critical issues. 

Government Nonprofit 

Demographic profiles, projections and 
modeling 

Citizen surveys 

Needs assessments 

Meeting facilitation 

Feasibility studies 

Social and fiscal impact studies 

Economic impact studies 

Optimization analyses 

Business model design 

Executive coaching 

Custom data analytics 

Market research 

Donor database analysis 

Program evaluation 

Data inventory for evaluations 

Processes/frameworks for ongoing data 
collection 
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Scenario development and analysis 

Program evaluations 

Process and outcome evaluations 

Strategic planning 

Strategic planning 

Strategy development, including Chief Strategy 
Officer services 

 

FIRM QUALITY AND REPUTATION 

While we started small more than a decade ago, we certainly didn’t stay that way. We’re proud to receive 

praise from our customers and accolades for the work that we do. 

While the volume of projects speaks to the demand for our work, the fact that two-thirds of our work is 

for repeat and referred customers says even more.  Corona Insights has a strong commitment to quality in 

our work products.  We offer several indicators of our firm’s quality and reputation below. 

Awards.  Listed below are several awards Corona has received in the past few years.   

 2013 Colorado AMA (American Marketing Association) Gold Peak Award for market research work 

to inform Donor Alliance’s market strategy. 

 2011 Colorado AMA (American Marketing Association) Gold Peak Award for market research work 

to inform the University of Denver Sturm College of Law’s strategic plan. 

 2011 Colorado Ethics in Business Alliance’s (CEBA) Ethics in Business Award finalist. 

 2010 Colorado AMA Silver Peak Award for Corona’s re-brand from Corona Research to Corona 

Insights. 

 2010 BMA (Business Marketing Association) Silver Award for Corona’s re-brand from Corona 

Research to Corona Insights. 

 2009 Small Business of the Year from the Denver Metro Chamber of Commerce. Corona was also a 

finalist in 2007 for the same award. 

 2008, Top-ten semifinalist for the Better Business Bureau Torch Award for Marketplace Excellence. 

 2002, Finalist for the Community Service Award from the Denver Business Journal. 

 2002, Award of Excellence from the Small Business Administration for our work on a nationwide 

market research project for the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. 

 2002, Special award from the Parker Fire Protection District in recognition of a research project 

conducted for the Douglas County, Colorado Safe Driver Coalition. 

Staff Quality and Experience.  Our breadth of experience working with businesses, governments, and 

nonprofits has helped our customers see much more than they could on their own. We’re able to do this 

because we only hire the best. Our employees are life-long learners who bring intellectual horsepower to their 

problem-solving methods. 
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 The vast majority of our analytical staff hold advanced degrees, including two PhD’s. 

 Those advanced degrees are highly relevant to our work.  Among our staff, we hold master’s degrees 

in business, public affairs (demographics), psychology, industrial engineering, and nonprofit 

management, and PhD’s in cognitive and social psychology.  We can add to those credentials 

bachelor’s degrees in aerospace engineering, industrial engineering, marketing, economics, and other 

degrees.  The Corona staff has a very rigorous and well-rounded education. 

 We employ an exacting testing process that candidates must pass to even get an interview.  In our 

quantitative practice, for example, we screen resumes and only invite selected candidates to the test.  

Even among those candidates, the vast majority do not score sufficiently high enough to move on to 

an interview, which ensures that Corona hires only the top performers in each of our fields of 

emphasis. 

Professional Involvement and Affiliations.  Corona is active in our profession and our community, with 

involvement that includes:  

 Colorado Chapter of the Business Marketing Association (BMA) 

 Colorado Chapter of the American Marketing Association (AMA) 

 Colorado Nonprofit Association 

 Downtown Denver Partnership 

 Denver Metro Chamber of Commerce 

 Young Nonprofit Professional Network – Denver Chapter 

 Hispanic Chamber of Commerce of Metro Denver 

 Denver/Boulder Better Business Bureau 

 Marketing Research Association 

 Colorado Municipal League, Associate member 
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As seen in…  Our staff’s work has been quoted widely, including references in:  

 

 

 

 

  

 

OUR FIRM’S GEOGRAPHIC RANGE 

Corona has conducted over 1,000 research or consulting engagements in nearly every state across the 

U.S., plus the District of Columbia.  We also frequently conduct nationwide studies.  The map below depicts 

states in which Corona has conducted research and/or engaged in consulting. 
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SAMPLES OF CORONA’S SITE-SPECIFIC RESEARCH IN 

COLORADO 

Corona Insights has conducted onsite research in every county in Colorado.  The map below is merely a 

sample to show our geographic range and experience in working on site-specific research in every county in 

Colorado.  We can provide many more examples of our work in Colorado and elsewhere in the United States. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Survey of train noise issues in Paonia 

2. Focus groups of romance novel readers 

3. Economic impact study of proposed sports complex and related tourism impacts 

4. Anti-drinking and driving campaign assessment among young men 

5. Market reconnaissance for new real estate market development 

6. Public health needs assessments 

7. Anti-tobacco advertisement testing 

8. Observational seat belt usage studies 

9. Media awareness study 

10. Intercept surveys at county fair 

11. Survey of recycling program 

12. Study of city overcrowding ordinance (Ft. Collins) 

13. Focus groups with Spanish-speaking library users 

14. Community needs assessment 

15. Library usage intercept and phone survey 

16. Cherry Creek Arts Festival intercept survey 

17. Survey of toll road users 

18. Intercept survey of potential new home buyers 

19. Focus groups with nonprofit organizations 

20. Housing demand analysis 

Cost of living on-site date collection (all 64 counties) 
Map Key 
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